Lila and the secret of rain

AUTHOR Conway, David
CALL NO J P CON

The Kenyan village where Lila lives has had a drought for a long time. To help her people, Lila climbs onto the highest mountain and tells the sky the saddest thing she knows until it cries out rain.

Oops-a-Daisy!

AUTHOR Freedman, Claire
CALL NO J P FRE

Little Daisy Rabbit is trying her best to hop but gets discouraged until Mama Rabbit shows her that other baby animals make mistakes while learning new skills.
Stephen's music
AUTHOR Laguna Sofie & Pignataro Anna
CALL NO J P LAG
Stephen finds himself mesmerized by the melodious music of the flute. He wants a flute of his own but his parents cannot afford one. They give him other instruments to practice on, before he finally got what he wanted.
SUBJECT HEADINGS Persistence Pictorial works Juvenile fiction

Jujo: the youngest tribesman
AUTHOR Ludy, Mark
CALL NO J P LUD
Jujo wants to go hunting like the other tribesmen in his community. However, he has to prove his capabilities before he can qualify for this task. He is challenged to spend a night alone in the jungle and is tested by three visitors.
SUBJECT HEADINGS Courage Fiction

The story of giraffe
AUTHOR Pigni Guido
CALL NO J P PIG
After learning that he cannot board Noah's ark until he finds a girl giraffe to go with him, Giraffe turns to the other animals for help. The animals teach him valuable lessons but none can help with the main problem. Giraffe does not give up and tries his best to catch the boat.

Tikki Tikki Tembo
AUTHOR Mosel, Arlene
CALL NO J P 398.2 MOS-[FOL]
When a boy with a long name (Tikki Tikki Tembo No Sa Rembo Chari Bari Ruchi Pip Peri Pembo) falls into a well, his brother tries to get help but finds it difficult to convey the message due to the long name.

How to eat fried worms
AUTHOR Rockwell, Thomas
CALL NO J ROC
Because of a bet, Billy has to eat fifteen worms in fifteen days. The worms are readily supplied by his opponent, whose motto seems to be the bigger and juicier the better! Billy is not giving up the bet money!
Babe: the gallant pig
AUTHOR King-Smith, Dick
CALL NO J KIN
A piglet comes to Farmer Hogget's farm, where he is adopted by an old sheepdog and accomplishes amazing things.

Three good deeds
AUTHOR VandeVelde, Vivian
CALL NO J VAN
Howard is caught for stealing goose eggs by a witch. She curses him to become a goose for his heartlessness. He can only turn back into his normal self after doing three good deeds. Howard is determined to succeed against all odds and difficulties.
SUBJECT HEADINGS Behavior Fiction

The adventures of Pinocchio
AUTHOR Collodi, Carlo
CALL NO J 398.2 COL [FOL]
The adventures of a mischievous wooden puppet, who wants more than anything else to become a real boy.